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About This Game

NOTICE

Due to altercations and difficulties within development, and outside of development, development on LONE WOLF: Horizon
has been halted for the foreseeable future.

SUMMARY

LONE WOLF: Horizon is an open-world survival army-management first person shooter. Play as the military leader of the
United World Army to take down the terrorist organization known as the Separated Nation Army.

OVERVIEW

LONE WOLF: Horizon takes place on an isolated island on planet Alice-43b, an alien planet full of flora and fauna. A
rebellious and fierce terrorist organization, named the Separated Nation Army, fled to Alice-43b, to set up a headquarters to
build an army. Earth's united army, known as the United World Army, took off after the Separated Nation Army. For several

decades these two forces have been in an intense war with each other across the galaxy.

In LONE WOLF: Horizon you play as the currently deployed military leader. You fight on the battlefield, trying to bring the
UWA's influence up to take over the SNA. You have a bank balance which always has money in it; however, the amount of

soldiers you have determines the bank balance. The higher number of soldiers in your army, the bank balance will decrease as
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you pay those soldier's salaries. You can fire soldiers to gain extra money, to buy weapons at the city center located on the
island. However, firing these soldiers anger them, leading them to join the rebels, increasing the enemy influence, and bringing
the UWA influence down. This lets you choose two paths: a large army, working together to defeat the terrorist organization,

and claiming no fame, or going in as a lone wolf, with a shiny, powerful weapon, against a highly skilled and powerful terrorist
army.

FEATURES

Player vs AI

Player vs Environment

Huge firefights in an open world

Weapon loot

Weapon rarity system

Ranking system

Army management system

Weapon purchasing

Army influence system

Planetary warping

Unique world events

PROMISES

FREE updates to the main game: The main game will have FREE updates forever, but DLC may be added as expansions
to the universe, such as more planets to warp to or side missions. However, not having these DLCs, will not limit you in
anyway in the main game.

No microtransactions: DLCs are not microtransactions, however, mobile-like microtransactions will never be placed into
the game.

No DMCA takedowns on YouTube videos: Want to make a video bashing the game? Go ahead. Want to make cool
videos about the game? Go ahead. It's fair game.
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lone wolf horizon

this game has potional but it had a few flaws it really needs to fix like the font of the game is nearly unreadable and it often
overlaps on other words makeing already hard to read lines imposssible. Might not be playing this game all the time, but this is
definitely a better alternative to killing time than stupid Reddit posts.. 7/10
It's a good puzzle game about cats, with a unique mechanic and great humor.

The good:
- pretty interesting puzzles, unique system
- nice nerdy humor
- good music, especially the one which plays when you win the level (cats' meows are hilarious there!)
- the "cats" theme is great! Me and my wife love cats, that was probably the main reason I bought this game ))

The so-so:
- graphics are pretty basic, with single-color fills and thick black contours, which is typical on mobile. They are appropriate for
the humorous tone of the game but clearly with some professional 2D art the game could look a lot better

The bad:
- some of the meows of cats don't feel natural. It may be they are indeed true recordings of a cat, but they somewhat seem too
different from each other. There are also too few of them (just 4 or 5).

I'd recommend this game if you love cats, have a higher education or are getting one, and don't have this game on mobile
already. It's not too expensive, and there are plenty of levels to beat.. just dont buy this game, physics are crap, ai is not bad but
aint intelligent. it is a very dissapointing title. Looks lovely and does basic computer chess well.

Others have reported issues with piece selection and camera control. Personally I have had no issue with either - I simply drag to
the camera position Iwant and let go, then it stays there whilst you play. Of course the pieces are so pretty that it's hard to resist
flying around them all the time! Admittedly you don't have full 360 degree movement (you just swing around your half of the
board), but in my opinion it does the job. I haven't had many issues with alt-tab either, though I do have to tap Tab twice in
order to get out and occassionally it doesn't work at all.

This is not a serious chess programme: it doesn't import/export games, allow you to set up positions, rate your play, train you
(beyond basic move rules), play FICS or any of that. And the online isn't up to the job (you just press 'auto challenge' and it sets
you up with a random, if any are online). But you have got Lucas/Arena/Fritz/Jin and the rest if you need those things.

What it is, is a satisfying way to play a few games against a competent AI or a friend (locally or online). I've played a fair bit of
chess and it's far better than I am. If could play properly then it may not be up to snuff, but for 90% of people I'd guess it was
more than adequate. And because it's so damn pretty, I reckon it'll encourage me to play more.

I do hope that the developers will consider adding some tutorials, maybe classic games (preferably with commentary) and allow
game import/export. With such an attractive set-up, it would be a great way to step through a recent game on FICS, for
example.. This game is so fun to play ! im a fan of the series of Devil May Cry so I recommend u guys trying out the game.
10/10 best action games out there !!!!. Really good tower defense game. It's fun, it's challenging, it has a lot of content. 9\/10.
Maybe less funny than the first Season, but the story makes it at least as enjoyable if not more. Go and watch it or "Meet
Justice! Justice is the name of my Axe."
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Very intense! There are a variety of weapons, mostly melee but with throwables and bows too. In addition, the weapons have
special abilities such as sending a wave of fire or an exploding throwing knife. You can change the weapons quickly with the
trackpad to change playstyle.

There are some RPG elements included such as levels, attributes, money to buy weapons and so on.

It looks like Dynasty Warriors, but it plays nothing like it. You may take on a few enemies at once, but you won't be smashing a
thousand or so per level out of your way like nothing.
. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. I can't recommend this game. There's waaaay too much running at the beginning of the
game. I feel like that wasn't play-tested at all. While it's pretty, it's increadibly boring to do all that running at the start. The
location of the ladder vs where you need it is pretty poor design, imo. In addition to all the running, it's dark as hell and
increasing the brightness requires a full reboot of the game.

It also crashed on me, which put me over the edge of requesting a refund.. Best game i've played for a long time. Tense because
you can't save. I like that.. An incredibly well drawn and endearing little game. As far as adventure games go it's mildly linear in
its puzzle design, but this in turn allows the UI to remain quite minimalistic and easy to use. Its use of the occasional timing base
puzzle is also a nice change of pace. I'd definitely recommend this to fans of the genre, and I'd absolutely say that this is a great
game to play together with your family.. it wouldn't even LET me play the game.. short but great with friend. Hope to see more
chapter. Interesting mix of shoot'em-up bullet hell games and 4X strategy. You can explore the Universe, fight through
thousands of various enemy units, research new technologies, build a lot of stuff and experience the storyline, something that 4X
games usually lack. The music is awesome, too.
However, the storyline itself is somewhat shallow, character depth is nonexistent, and the game only runs at 640x480 and
800x600, forcing you to play in Windowed mode, if you have a 16:9 monitor.
Overall, it's a great game, which I played for around 30 hours outside of Steam, and 13 more hours here. It's not worth the full
price of 10 dollars\/euros, because it's outdated, but you should definitely grab it during the sale.. a truly original puzzle game
with strange mechanics and lovely graphics. an absolute gem to play.
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